The production at the LHC of exotic excited leptons of charge Q = +2e is considered. Such states are predicted in composite models with extended isospin multiplets (I W = 1 and I W = 3/2). The coupling among these doubly charged leptons and Standard Model fermions may occurs either via gauge or contact interactions. In the former case the decay channels are more constrained. We study the production cross section at the LHC of L ++ (pp → L ++ ℓ − ) and focus on the leptonic signature deriving from the subsequent
I. INTRODUCTION
It is typical of particle physics to reduce the number of elementary building blocks to understand how Nature works. Nevertheless the number of fundamental particles grew up to the present scheme with three generations of quarks and leptons. Moreover the heavier fermions decay into the lighter ones showing a rather typical dynamics of composite objects. We have three patterns of quarks and leptons organized in growing masses but sharing all remaining features (charge, weak isospin, color). One may ask for a deeper and more satisfactory description of such evidences. A possible explanation for the replication of fermionic generations could be that they are not truly fundamental particles but instead composite states of some yet unknown constituents. The possibility of a further level of compositeness has been investigated phenomenologically for quite some time [1] , [2] . We aim to emphasize a particular aspect of compositeness: the weak isospin invariance [3] . In this framework, the usual singlet (I W = 0) and doublet (I W = 1/2) isospin values are extended to include I W = 0 and I W = 3/2. Hence, multiplets (triplets and quartets) appear that contain exotic doubly charged leptons of charge Q = +2e and exotic quark states of charge Q = +(5/3)e. Doubly charged leptons are also predicted within other models where they are stable particles [4] . Bound states involving doubly charged leptons are considered as viable candidates for dark matter [5] .
These exotic particles may generate interesting signatures to be searched for at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The energies involved at LHC are the highest ever reached so far. Thus, these new states might be produced and observed soon. The linear collider environment could be interesting as well. In particular, the possibility of same sign lepton beams, for example e − e − , provides a rather suitable setting for the experimental search of doubly charged particles. Despite a smaller nominal energy in the center of mass, at variance with hadron colliders, in a linear lepton collider the QCD background is strongly reduced.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
In early hadron physics, much progress was made by using symmetry arguments, namely strong isospin invariance. Indeed it was possible to discuss some patterns of baryon and meson resonances even when quarks and gluons were still unknown. On the same footing, as a great number of strong resonant low energy O(1) GeV states which were discovered, we may expect something similar in Standard Model fermions with the same value of the hypercharge. Moreover, in order to preserve gauge invariance, we choose a transition current containing a σ µν term and not a single γ µ (one may insert also the vector current but we do not consider the case). This last consideration automatically provides electromagnetic current conservation. The Lagrangian density for I W = 1 is:
while for I W = 3/2 reads:
In the above equations, L stands for the excited lepton spinor, m * is the excited fermion mass, and f 1 , f 3 are dimension-less coupling constants, expected to be of order one and whose precise value can only be fixed through a specific choice of the compositeness model. The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients in 2 account for the different combinations of the elements in the isospin multiplets, either SM or excited leptons.
There is another complementary mechanism to produce the composite fermions in the effective field theory approach. One may consider standard four-fermion contact interactions by ignoring mediating gauge bosons (either Standard Model or new additional ones). In this case the Lagrangian reads:
where the current for the specific channel of interest, e − e − → L −− e ν e is the following
All the fields correspond to the particles entering in the process: electrons in the initial state, doubly charged excited lepton and electron neutrino in the final state. In order to perform the numerical calculations of the production cross sections and the kinematic distributions, we need to implement our model in the CalcHEP event generator. We implemented the above Lagrangians in eqs. (1-3) through FeynRules [6] , a Mathematica [7] package that generates the Feynman rules of any given quantum filed theory model [8] , [9] .
III. DOUBLY CHARGED LEPTONS PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section we consider the phenomenology of the doubly charged lepton in the case of gauge interactions and within the LHC framework [8] . Provided that the doubly charged L −− and L ++ interact with the Standard Model fermions only via the gauge interactions, one can easily compute the decay width of these exotic states. Indeed the only available decay channel of the doubly charged lepton is L ++ → W + ℓ + . Then the branching ratio is exactly one:
The analytic expression of the total decay width reads as follows:
According to the large mass for the excited states with respct to Standard Model particles, we can use the approximation M W ≪ m * . In this limit, the decay width increases linearly with the mass i.e. Γ = κm * as shown in Fig.1 .
Following the convention and notation of [3] , we write down the parton cross section for both I W = 1 and I W = 3/2. We write the expressions for L ++ by using the Maldestam variables: 
where f is the unknown coupling related to the different isospin multiplets. There is a difference between the two cases we want to stress. The positive sign in eq. 7 must be used for I W = 1 while the negative sign must be used for I W = 3/2. One may easily obtain the expression for the total parton cross section integrating all over the angular variables.
In order to get the production cross section, we exploit the CalcHEP numerical session. We have used the CTEQ6m (in CalcHEP library) parton distribution functions and we summarize the results in Fig.2 . We observe that the production cross section for positively doubly charged leptons is favoured with respect to the negatively charged ones. This is due to the parton proton content.
IV. INVARIANT MASS DISTRIBUTION
We consider the doubly charged leptons produced in proton-proton collisions, namely the process pp → L ++ ℓ − . Then, we focus on the final state particle set determined by the following decays: 
At the end one has pp → ℓ − ℓ + ℓ +ν ℓ . In this case, as suggested in [10] one should observe a like-sign dilepton mass invariant distribution with a sharp end point at m * , which is also rather close to the maximum of the distribution. We get the same for the signal under consideration as one may see in the left panel in Fig. 3 . We consider the standard model irreducible background. We compare the invariant mass distributions generated by the signal and the background at the level of the CalcHEP generator.
Finally we provide a more realistic description of the final state event at LHC via a fast simulation of the detector based on the PGS software [11] . The distributions of the main kinematic variables are, initially, obtained as CalcHEP output. Hence, they do not refer to typical reconstructed objects one deals with in an actual experimental analysis. They are kind of ideal data. The Pretty Good Simulator [11] package allows to perform a reconstruction of the particles in the final state event.
Indeed one can introduce the efficiency of the detectors such as trackers resolution, calorimeter geometrical acceptance and energy resolution. Here we focus on the invariant mass distribution only. The result for the signal and background reconstructed invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig.3 . 
V. PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS AT LINEAR COLLIDERS: PRELIMINARY RE-

SULTS
In this section we report some preliminary results for the production of the doubly charged excited leptons at the future linear collider facilities. We consider both the International Linear Collider (ILC) and Compact Linear International Collider (CLIC). The latter is expected to reach higher energies up to 3 TeV with respect to the ILC (which is expected to achieve a maximum energy of 1 TeV). By exploiting lepton beams, a cleaner and low-multiplicity final state is realized.
Indeed, the QCD background is strongly suppressed with respect to the hadron collisions where the beam remnants make the final state much more involved to study. Moreover, the option of e − e − collisions has been put forward within the linear collider projects. Such possibility would be, of course, very interesting for the search of doubly charged leptons. Indeed, we can consider the production according to the channel e − e − → L −− e ν e , accounting for both the gauge and contact interaction mechanisms in eq. (1-3) . Only the production of electronic doubly charged leptons may be considered since the present model does not include flavour-changing processes. We calculate the cross section by using the event generator CalcHEP. We obtain the production cross sections as a function of the mass of the excited doubly charged lepton L e and of the energy in the center mass reference frame. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The contact interaction mechanism provide a higher cross section for the production cross section up to 900 GeV for the excited lepton mass.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The phenomenology of doubly charged excited leptons at LHC has been discussed almost within the framework of gauge interactions. The parton and production cross section have been calculated, together with the decay width according to the only available channel L ++ → ℓ + W + . Four-fermion contact interactions are briefly mentioned and they are the subject of a forthcoming study in [9] .
The invariant mass distribution of the like-sign lepton system has been studied in detail at the level of the CalcHEP generator. A fast simulation of a generic detector response to our signature has been implemented through the PGS software: experimental uncertainties and the smearing of the main kinematic variables are introduced.
We have briefly discussed some preliminary results for the production cross section of doubly charged leptons in the framework of the forthcoming linear colliders. Both gauge and four-fermion contact interaction have been included in the production mechanism. A more accurate analysis needs to be carried out in the framework of the linear collider facilities to make more quantitative predictions and comparisons with the LHC facility [12] .
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